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Purpose & Goal of Adult 
Education Test and 
Performance Data 

Reporting Structure Changes
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Adult Education Data Structure Changes
• Significant Adult General Education (AGE) data collection changes are effective beginning with the 2023-

2024 reporting year. Changes largely impact the structure, data elements, formats/record types and edits 
related to the reporting of assessments and related outcomes.

• The purpose of these changes is to establish a relational data system that allows for stronger accuracy and 
accountability. The revised data collection system now allows, for example, the state to determine pre-test 
and post-test measurable skill gains (MSG) using assessment reporting that is situated in edits requiring 
correct test names, forms, subject areas and score ranges, per test publishers, to be accepted. 
Additionally, with the establishment of pre-test and post-test identification numbers, streamlined tracking of 
a student’s educational journey is now possible.

• Starting with reporting year 2023-2024, Literacy Completion Points (LCP) will no longer exist and therefore 
are no longer used as a method to obtain MSGs. LCPs were a state-created unit of measurement 
established for purposes no longer needed. In alignment with the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity 
Act (WIOA) and the National Reporting System (NRS), MSGs will be calculated based on more 
appropriate program-specific data collection that measures expected outcomes for the students in the 
program.

• Finally, the new reporting structure requires agencies to understand and apply assessment policy for 
increased success. Assessment policy now systematically guides data reporting. For questions related to 
assessment policy, please reference the Florida Assessment Policy Technical Assistance Paper.

https://www.fldoe.org/academics/career-adult-edu/career-adult-edu-technical-assistance-.stml
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Test and Performance Updates
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Important Things to Remember About 2023-24 Changes
• Assessment policies 

have remained the 
same. Method of 
reporting has 
changed.

• Information on pre-
tests and post-tests 
provided by the 
agency will be used to 
calculate gains.

• Changes will highlight 
the intersection of 
assessment policy 
and data reporting.

Assessment 
Policy

Data 
Reporting
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Assessment Summary: Critical Definitions
New Student: A student who was not previously enrolled in AGE in your agency in the current or prior 
reporting year. The following are all examples of new students in 2022-23:

• Student has never enrolled in AGE in any agency/district/college;
• Student was previously enrolled in an AGE program in an agency/district/college, but not

enrolled in any term in either 2022-23 or 2021-22;
• Student was previously or currently enrolled at another agency/district/college but has not

enrolled in an Adult Education program in 2022-23 to date or 2021-22.

Continuing Student: A student who was previously enrolled in AGE in your agency in the current or prior 
reporting year.

Important: Use of and reporting of scores will vary depending upon the
classification of a student as new or continuing.

STUDENT

ENROLLMENT 
REPORTED
2021-2022

ENROLLMENT 
REPORTED
2022-2023

NEW OR 
CONTINUOUS

2023-2024
A NO NO NEW
B YES NO NEW
C NO YES CONTINUOUS
D YES YES CONTINUOUS
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Out of Range Definitions

Out-of-Range Low Defined as a “score” that is returned from CASAS with a 
symbol (*), or as “O/R” from TABE.

Out-of-Range High Defined as a “conservative estimate” score for CASAS 
returned with a symbol (♦), and an upper range score for 
TABE with the scale score and a symbol (+).

Per FDOE policy, out-of-range scores, low or high, are never to be used for 
placement or reporting purposes except when a new student's pre-test 
score is below the lowest scale score on the lowest level test form after re-
testing.
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Out-of-Range Allowable Scores and Reporting – New Students
• Per FDOE policy, pre-test scores that are out of range, low or high, are not usable for 

the placement of new students in an initial educational functioning level (EFL) and 
therefore should not be reported. Programs must administer another test at the next 
less difficult level (for out-of-range low) or at the next more difficult level (for out-of-
range high) to obtain an accurate scale score and EFL.

• Only in circumstances where out-of-range low scoring students are re-tested and still 
score an out-of-range low score, is an OOR low score is reportable. Refer to the table 
provided below.

For Adult Basic Education (Program #9900000/CIP #1532010100) 
Scenario Reporting for Pre-Test ID Only

Student takes a CASAS 900 GOALS 
Series 913/914 M in Mathematics and 
receives a * in place of a scale score.

Out-of-Range Low Score is reported 
with the value of 1178.

Student takes a CASAS 900 GOALS 
Series 901/902 R in Reading and 
receives a * in place of a scale score.

Out-of-Range Low Score is reported 
with the value of 1165.
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Out-of-Range Allowable Scores and Reporting – New Students, 
Con't

• For Adult English for Speakers of Other Languages (Program #9900040/CIP 
#1532010900)

Scenario Reporting for Pre-Test ID 
Only

Student takes the CASAS Life & 
Work 27/28 R Series in Reading 
and receives an * in place of a 
scale score.

Out-of-Range Low Score is 
reported with the value of 
1153.

Student takes the CASAS Life & 
Work Series 981/982 L in 
Listening and receives an * in 
place of a scale score. 

Out-of-Range Low Score is 
reported with the value of 
1169.
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Out-of-Range Allowable Scores and Reporting – Continuing 
Students

• Continuous students’ placement in their next course is based on their most 
recent post-test score.

• For a student receiving a conservative estimate score on CASAS or an out-of-range 
high score on TABE as a post-test, the score is always valid for gains and for 
reporting. These scores must be reported as a pre-test for continuing students in 
their next course of enrollment.

• If there has been a gap of enrollment of at least 6 months, it is recommended that 
the agency re-test the student to determine instructional placement for their next 
term of enrollment. In such a case, this test is for instructional purposes only, not for 
pre-test reporting in the next course of enrollment. Agencies would report the most 
recent post-test score as the student's pre-test score.
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Assessment Policy

• The Division is updating guidance regarding the assessment policies and how these 
policies are implemented in the new data element structure.

• Questions about the Assessment Policy should be emailed to Lisa Williams at 
Lisa.Williams@fldoe.org.

mailto:Lisa.Williams@fldoe.org
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Determination of Measurable Skill Gains

• Education Functioning Level, initial set by agency based on test score.
• All related EFL gains will be determined by FDOE using agency reported scores and 

associated EFL gains.
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Appendix
Adult General Education Programs & Associated Gains

• Significantly revised format; prior format focused on literacy completion point information.
• Revised appendix provides program names, program numbers, course numbers, educational 

functioning levels (EFL) and associated measurable skill gains (MSG) for adult general 
education programs. This appendix should be used to understand functioning level placement 
based on test score and related measurable skill gains.

• Programs that only have LCPs as gains are still present, however there is no gain to be 
reported.

• New Academic Skills Building (ASB) added to appendix.
• Appendix

• R – WDIS, Districts
• A – CCTCMIS, Colleges
• B – CBO, Community Based Organizations
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Appendix:
Adult Test 
Reporting

• Appendix
• Q – WDIS, Districts
• C – CCTCMIS, Colleges
• I – CBO, Community Based Organizations

• Includes almost all test data elements and related values
• Test Name, Form, Content, Level, Score Range and 

allowable Out-of- Range Low reporting values
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2023-24 Curriculum Frameworks: Reporting for Daggered 
Programs

• No new students may be reported in the following program numbers in the 2023-24 
reporting year:

• Adult ESOL Literacy Skills
• Applied Academics for Adult Education (AAAE)
• ESOL College and Career Readiness (CCR)
• English Literacy for Career and Technical Education (ELCATE)

• Only students who were enrolled in these programs in the 2022-23 year may be 
reported as enrolled.

• Programs will no longer be available for reporting in the 2024-25 reporting year.
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Resources
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Resources

• The following resources have been provided to assist with the transition to the 
new data structure beginning 2023-24.

• Adult Education Test and Performance Changes Data Packet
• Technical Assistance FAQ document
• Appendices

• Adult Test Reporting
• Adult General Education Programs & Associated Gains
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Resources
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Resources
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Intersection of Policy & Data 
Reporting
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Intersection of Policy and Data Reporting

Assessment 
Policy

Data 
ReportingIMPLICATIONS
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Data Reporting Structure Reminders

• The new reporting structure requires agencies to understand and apply assessment 
policy for increased success.

• The revised data collection system is now situated in edits requiring correct test names, 
forms, subject areas and score ranges, per test publishers, to be accepted.

• Validated score and EFL reporting will be the basis of pre and post-test gain 
calculation.
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Best Practices Share Out

1. Does your agency have joint conversations between Adult Education administrative, 
teaching, and/or data staff?

2. How does your agency facilitate communications between Adult Education 
administrative, teaching and data staff?

3. At what frequency?
4. Please share your agency best practices.
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Contact Information
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Division of Career & Adult, Research & Evaluation Contacts
• Tara Goodman, Vice Chancellor

• Tara.Goodman@fldoe.org
• Dr. Brittany C. Ross, Director, Research & Evaluation

• Brittany.Ross@fldoe.org
• 850-245-9005

• Jessi Maddox, Educational Policy Analyst (CTE Specialist)
• Jessica.Maddox@fldoe.org
• 850-245-9463

• Vacant, Educational Policy Analyst (Adult Education Specialist)
• Merve Pamuk, Program Specialist IV

• Merve.Pamuk@fldoe.org
• 850-245-0720

mailto:Tara.Goodman@fldoe.org
mailto:Brittany.Ross@fldoe.org
mailto:Jessica.Maddox@fldoe.org
mailto:Merve.Pamuk@fldoe.org
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Data System Contacts
Data Reporting and Submissions Issues
Kimberly Pippin – Bureau Chief, Kimberly.Pippin@fldoe.org, 850-245-9594
WDIS & CBO

• Jianca Reid – WEDS Manager, Jianca.Reid@fldoe.org, 850-245-0820
CCTCMIS
• Katherine Mueller - Data Processing Manager, Katherine.Mueller@fldoe.org, (850) 

245-9515

mailto:Kimberly.Pippin@fldoe.org
mailto:Jianca.Reid@fldoe.org
mailto:Katherine.Mueller@fldoe.org
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THANK YOU!


